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If you are looking to settle in Canada, then there are certain important things which you need to
know. First and foremost, you need Canada Green Card to settle in Canada. According to your
situation and the requirements, you need to choose a program for yourself, which will get you the
Canada Green Card.  Since the immigration procedures and the paper work is a little complex job,
you may take help of an immigration lawyer or any authorized immigration agent.

If you are looking for family immigration then you need to look into the program related to family
class sponsorship. For family sponsorship, you need to have your relative or a family member who
is already the citizen of Canada. That relative or your family member would need to sponsor you for
immigration in Canada. The conditions for Family sponsorship are:

1.	Your better-half, parent, child, sibling, nephewniece, adopted child who is older than 18 years is
ready to sponsor you. You can also apply for Canada Green Card if the relative or the family
member, who is sponsoring is your remaining family member.

2.	The person sponsoring you should be the citizen of Canada and should meet the necessary
requirements.

3.	

It is always better to take help of an immigration lawyer to avoid any errors and mistakes in
application form. An immigration lawyer will make sure that all the formalities, terms and conditions
are met in the proper way. This will minimize the chances of your family immigration appeal getting
reject. People look out for visas to Canada for various purposes, like for travelling, studying, and
settling here permanently.

If you want to apply for visa, then you need to make sure that you satisfy all the requirements and
conditions to be eligible. You need to know all the procedures before applying for visa. Processing
of the application for settling permanently in Canada can take from 12 months to 40 months. You
will be allowed to bring your spouse and child along with yourself.

You would also be needed to pay a certain amount of fees. The fees will depend on your
qualifications and skills. There would be fees of $75 for every additional family member, who is
below the age of 22. You will need to prove the accuracy of the information written on the form in an
interview. There will be other questions asked in the interview as well to make sure that you have
the necessary funds required to settle in Canada.

It is best to hire an immigration lawyer to make sure that all the procedures and work has been done
in a proper manner
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website. Please visit for more information citizenshipandimmigrationcentre.com
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